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Paceline
If The Foo… er Shoe Fits…
Big question for all serious cyclists: how do
you adjust your bike to best fit your body
and riding style? I’ve heard stories of club
members spending hundreds of dollars to
get their bikes fitted. Some have walked
away happy - even really happy - saying
how much faster and more comfortably they
ride since the fitting. But after all, what are
you going to say after spending 4oo clams?
Well some do say: “meh,” and that even after
radical changes they’re not sure if there’s an
improvement. Others have reported dramatic
changes performed by fitting gurus that other
mechanics have looked at and said: “Really?

Are you planning on riding in the Tour de
France? Or are you a 50 year old recreational
rider?”
Of course, many of these fittings are done
using computers, so they must be top notch,
right? Well, maybe in some 1960’s science
fiction universe. In the world we actually live
in computers do lots of things really well, but
they are not flawless super-duper thinking
machines. It actually takes human judgments
to set parameters and make qualitative
decisions. While computers do calculations
really fast, making good judgments still
requires experimentation and subjective
experience. This is where expert knowledge
comes in, except that experts very often
disagree. Just check out what they have to
say about seat position or handlebar angle
and you’re apt to find about as many opinions
as there are experts. So what’s a rider to do?
continued on page 3

Annual Cookie Exchange
7:00 pm • Tuesday, December 9
Hodson’s Bay Company

Bring a dozen cookies to share. Club members
receive the normal club discount of 10% plus an
additional 10% on purchases. A short informative
presentation will be given by Dan. This is always a
fun, instructional, and yummy event, so mark your calendars.

Club Officers • 2014
President

Howard Grabois

497-0144

Andrew Hirsch

463-1132

Vice President
Secretary

Janell Blunt
Treasurer

574-229-8926

Dennis Figueroa

237-7490

Board Members

Melissa McCurley 418-4204
Carol Moffett
463-6497
Tom Moffett
463-6497
Greg Smith
574-297-5237
Jane Yatcilla
979-5767
Chris Yeomans
427-7290

Ask Rufus Jr.
In memory of Col. Jerry Sherrill, I offer my services for a
very small, inconsequential fee. Please send your queries
to the esteemed editor of this publication. All concerns
seriously considered.
✺ Rufus Roughhouse, Jr.
Affiations

Adventure Cycling Association

Chair Officers
Membership

Dan Gadbery

497-1135

Andrew Hirsch

463-1132

Pat Boling

497-0144

Wabash River Ride Coordinator
Advocacy

Mileage Log

Kay Thompson
wrccridelog@gmail.com
Newsletter Editor

Carol Moffett
Social Media

463-6497

Melissa McCurley 418-4204
Webmaster

Dave LeFevre
dlefevre@gmail.com
Calendar

Howard Grabois 497-0144

Ride Coordinators
A (19+)

Chris Yeomans

427-7290

Kevin Johnston

583-0739

Pat Boling

497-0144

Tom Moffett

463-6497

Gary Brouillard

742-7994

Mark Levinthal

497-7155

B (17–19 mph)

C (15–17 mph)

D (13–15 mph)
E (11–13 mph)

Novice (less than 11 mph)
MTB & Gravel Road

James Gross

366-4819

Kevin Luse

870-7808

Touring & Camping
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Cookout & Bonfire
Saturday, November 8, 6:00 pm

The cookout will be hosted by Mary & Dave Simon
2921 China Grove Drive, West Lafayette near Battleground
The club will furnish a main course, soft drinks, plates,
utensils, etc. Feel free to bring: a side dish or desert to

share, a lawn chair for the fire, and your beverage of

choice.
RSVP to Dave:davesimon@simonconst.com
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Paceline • If The Foo...er Shoe Fits...
continued from page 1

Easy-peasy! Just get yourself one of
those $10 multi-tools with which you can
take apart 80% of the bike and do 90% of a
fitting. Then, instead of driving all over the
state getting recommendations about stem
length, play around with adjustments, and
see what feels right. It’s kind of like buying
shoes: you don’t ask the expert sales person
what feels comfortable or what suits your
style. You make your own judgments. With
your bike, you can then make further, smaller
adjustments until you get it just right. And for
the most part doing this is fast and easy. In
my case, when I got my bike, I also bought
a bunch of cheap second hand stems on
E-Bay (if they’re a few years old they sell for
peanuts) and tried different lengths until I got
one that I liked. I then got an expensive one
with titanium bolts to match my really cool
handlebars, although to be honest it doesn’t
feel any different than the $3 one I used to
experiment with. After much research I did
decide to go with slightly smaller (2.5 mm
smaller!) crank arms, at some expense and
effort. But as the late great Sheldon Brown
points out, people of very different sizes use
the same stairs without any problem, so do
you really need to obsess about a difference
in your crank arm length that’s just about the
same difference as wearing an extra pair of
socks?
When you get right down to it, bike fitting
is way easier than understanding quantum
physics. In fact, it’s mostly the relationship
between three body parts: hands, feet and
butt. If you start with the saddle, adjusting
for height and fore-aft position, it actually
becomes pretty straight-forward. While this
sort of approach won’t get you shims for
your brake levers or shoes, it will get you
really close to what you need for comfort and
performance… I’m guessing in most cases so
close that you won’t notice the difference of
further high end refinements.
In the old days a great fit often meant
having a master frame builder create a
bike to match your body’s proportions. For
off-the-shelf bikes the first thing people
usually looked at was stand-over height,
an unfortunate (but genitally protective)
constraint due to having a horizontal top

tube. This hardly got the best fit however,
especially since the most important riding
measurement is actually the distance from
your saddle to your handlebars. These days,
with compact frame design, just a few sizes
make it so easy to find the right size that even
the pros use off-the-shelf frames. This does
mean that there’s a bit more range for getting
everything adjusted right, but with everything
popping on and off or moving around with the
twist of a multi-tool, there’s really no reason
to get anxious about it.
For those that think anything mechanical
is as mysterious as the Bahagavad Ghita,
or that your time is better spent chasing that
Nobel Prize: get over it. Compared to the
amount of time you spend in the saddle, or
even running around for fittings, making bike
adjustments yourself isn’t much time at all.
It will also allow you to better approach that
perfect transcendent state of being one with
your bike. You can then use the money you
save to buy one of those hyper-expensive
speed suits, or contribute to sending your
club president on a fact finding trip to Europe.
And who knows, it might even save your ass.
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✺ Howard
Remember your
10% Club Discount at

Hodson’s Bay Company
on the Levee
Your local source for
everything cycling & fitness

welcome our
new member
Amos Almy
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Crane Cruise 2014

A week before the Crane Cruise, the weather forecast looked great - near 70, mostly sunny, and not
much wind. It looked like a perfect day for one more all-day ride. And with those amazing squeaky
hinged sandhill cranes soaring overhead and gliding in to roost, what could be better. We were
stoked! Then the amended forecast came out - not so warm and not so sunny. As the day of the ride
neared, the forecast was further amended to include the words chance of rain. Great! Well, sometimes
the forecasters get it wrong. Being the road warriors that we are, we would hope for the best and try it
anyway.
Saturday morning, twenty-three WRCC members drove north with grit and determination, hoping
for the gray skies to clear. Well the gray gave way to darker hues and a light drizzle fell. We, in our
handsome wind turbine jerseys, made up at least 25% of the total turnout as we saddled up and set
off. Some of us rode for 25 miles, all of them wet. Many others rode the 50 mile loop, and - get this two nuts even rode back to Lafayette after pedaling the 50-mile loop. It was a great effort by all. We
know the cranes noticed us and thought we were really something too!
We do want to mention that the SAGs were well stocked and the hot chili dinner after the ride helped
warm everyone up. Three cheers for the Medaryville Lions Club who put on the ride. They couldn’t
control the weather, but they got everything else right! We’ll look forward to this ride again next year!

Molly Birt

Dave Smith

✺ Dave Smith
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Molly Birt

Molly Birt

The group pushed on as the
sky got darker. There were
probably plenty of thoughts
of hot coffee and hot chili.

Molly enjoys a drink
(hopefully hot) and a great
looking cookie.
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HOT COFFEE - THE BEST!
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Greg & Kathy Smith have a new bike!

Maiden Voyage on the
Panhandle Trail at
Winamac.

For Kathy, being married to an avid cyclist has been a study in patience. Several times each week,
she watches me walk out of the door to ride. This is hard on both of us, as we have always done a lot
of things together. But after Kathy’s recovering from back surgery and two hip replacements, riding
together did not develop into something that was fun for either of us. As any club member will tell
you, riding with a person in a vastly different speed group can be done periodically, but over time, it
most likely will end up being an issue for both parties. Thinking that her old bicycle was the problem,
I got Kathy a nice new Trek Madone. But the speed differential issue prevailed and eventually Kathy’s
Madone sat on the rack unused. Thinking a tandem might be the perfect solution, we decided to give
one a try. To say a tandem was an outright failure is probably too strong, but let’s just say it didn’t seem
to fit Kathy’s idea of quality riding. Besides the lack of scenery offered by the back of my head, being
locked into a pedal cadence with me proved too much.
Then a very good friend in Colorado Springs told us about a semi-recumbent tandem he and his
wife had ridden. Somehow the Stoker rode in front in a recumbent position while the Captain rode
in the back. Furthermore, the drivetrain for the Stoker was independent from the Captain; meaning if
the Stoker needed to stop pedaling for a while, they could simply…..stop pedaling! It took a while to
arrange, but this past April, Kathy and I finally got our chance to go to Colorado together. Among the
things on our list of “To Do’s” was of course to ride a semi-recumbent tandem (well….it was on MY
list for sure!). Ironically, when we got to Angletech in Colorado Springs – a bike shop that specifically
caters to all types of recumbents – the last two semi-recumbent tandems had just been sold to some
people from France who had them shipped to Napa for a bike trip. Thankfully Kathy saw enough at
Angletech and talked enough with our friends who had ridden one to believe that this might work. So
before she changed her mind, I got our new tandem on order the next week. (Thankfully, I cannot say
that Kathy was totally aware of the final “cost” of this new bike at that time!).
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There is a whole separate story on the delivery of this new bike, but not sure I could make that sound
exciting enough for anyone to want to read. Suffice it to say we expected to get the bike by the end of
July, and it finally arrived October 13.   I was traveling when it arrived, so I didn’t get to see the bike
until I returned home for the weekend. It was actually partially assembled (thankfully!) and despite my
limited mechanical skills, I was able to get it fully functioning by late Saturday evening, October 18.
As we were preparing to leave the house Sunday morning October 19 to take our maiden voyage on the
Panhandle Trail with Bob & Susan Mrzlack and Clay & Sharon Watson, Kathy asked a very interesting
question – “hey Greg, how do I brake?” I thought my response was actually quite clever when I said,
“simple, you just say…HEY GREG, slow down!”. Well….let’s just say it may be a bit for Kathy to see
the humor in that particular comment!
Anyway, we crammed the bike in our car somehow and met up with the Mrzlack’s and the Watson’s
at Winamac. While the day was crisp and a bit on the cool side, we started out slowly on the trail,
with our friends providing a lot of comfort and support; both literally and figuratively. Clay Watson in
particular helped us fine tune the bike. In the end, we rode a mishap free ride of 16 miles at an average
speed of 14.5 mph. Overall, I would say the ride went quite well, after which we enjoyed a nice lunch
with the gang and then headed back to Monticello. While Kathy seemed to enjoy herself, she didn’t
really say a whole lot. But later that afternoon, sort of out of the blue, she looked at me and said that she
REALLY liked our new bike. Well….that was positively music to my ears!
There will be some hiccups I’m sure, but I think we have solved that old speed differential issue.
More than that, Kathy and I will be walking out of the house together to ride our bike. For an avid
cyclist, could there be a more happy ending?

✺ Greg Smith

Greg & Kathy take the bike into West
Lafayette for the Sunday Brookston Ride
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Hilly Hundred

Ross, Tucker, & Skip Eads

The Blunt Team

The Blunt Team

Janell Blunt & Allan
Blunt (Janell’s Dad)
rode the Hilly on their
tandem
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The Blunt Team

The Blunt Team

The Blunt Team

The Blunt Team

The Blunt Team

Molly Birt

Last Rides Before Winter

Molly Birt

Molly takes some selfies on Sandy’s ride
(to make a century) before the Klein Brot
Haus Sunday ride.

Molly Birt

Carol Moffett

Meeting up with the
Klein Brot Haus Sunday
ride.

Molly Birt

Pat Boling, Mike Dick, John Duvall
Pat’s B-Ride
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Jim Snell

Jim Snell

Kevin Emsweller

Thumb Your Nose at Winter Ride
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12 Tips for
Staying Warm
During Winter
Bike Rides

Hypothermia

Wind chill is one of the main causes of
hypothermia, when your body loses heat faster
than it can produce it and your core temperature
starts to fall. Most cases of hypothermia occur
when the temperature is around 40 degrees and
it’s unexpectedly rainy and windy.
Hypothermia begins with shivering and as your
core temperature continues to drop, then your
heart, nervous system and other organs don’t
work properly. If you lose fine motor control, for
example you can’t use your fingers to manipulate
a zipper, or if you start to stagger, you are
developing severe hypothermia and must get out
of the cold.

By John Hughes

Loose Clothing is Good

Dry, still air provides the insulation we need.
Although we choose tight streamlined clothing in
the summer, in the winter looser clothing is better
because it traps air for insulation.

Dress in Layers

Wear multiple layers, each with a different
purpose, and to allow you to adjust your clothing
as the ride (hopefully) warms up. On your torso
start with a wicking layer to wick the sweat away
from your body so that you stay dry. Do not wear
cotton, which will stay damp rather than wicking
away the sweat.

I live in Boulder, Colorado and ride year-round
both for fun and fitness. It snows often, however,
the roads are often free of snow.
I enjoy riding outdoors even when the temps are
in the 20s. What do I wear? I start by consulting
the thermometer outside my window and the
weather forecast. I then select clothing based on
the current conditions and then forecast high and
hedge my bets in case the forecast is wrong. As a
rule of thumb if I’m warm enough when I throw
my leg over the top tube then I’m overdressed
because I’ll generate heat as I ride.

Wind Chill

Then wear one or more loose insulating layers. If
you expect conditions to warm up significantly,
stuff a few layers of newspaper under your jersey
as an additional wicking layer, which you can then
throw away. Cover your layers with a wind- or
rain-proof outer layer.

I pay particular attention to the forecast for wind.
The breeze we generate while riding cools us in
the summer, but chills us in the winter! Even with
no wind, riding at 15 miles per hour at 40 degrees
Fahrenheit the effective temperature is 32 degrees.
To determine the wind chill consult the National
Weather Service’s Wind Chill Index.
12
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Wear Wool

When I started mountaineering in the 1960s in
Washington, the best gear was army surplus
wool clothing. We wore it hiking in the rain
and climbing the snow-covered volcanoes. I
still wear wool for warmth because it retains its
insulating quality even when wet from sweat or
precipitation! Wool is both a great wicking layer
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and an excellent insulating layer.

Get a Good Coat

When you go shopping for a winter coat, look for
these characteristics:
•
A two-way zipper or Velcro closure in the
front to adjust the ventilation. Also, by opening
from the bottom you can reach your jersey
pockets. Zippers have a fabric baffle on the inside
of the zipper--test that this is large enough that it
won’t get caught in the zipper.
•
Pit zips to allow you to increase or
decrease the ventilation, which should be covered
on the outside by the coat fabric.
•
A long tail to cover your buttocks. On
some coats this flap can be folded up inside and
secured with Velcro when it isn’t raining.
Adjustable wrists, which can be tightened
with Velcro. Elastic wrists can let in a lot of cold
air.

•

•
A high protective collar to keep your neck
warm and dry.
•
Reflective material across the back and
front and down the sleeves.

Cover Your Knees

Your knees have very poor circulation and chill
easily. As they get colder their lubricating fluid
gets thicker and doesn’t do as good a job of
lubricating the joint. This increases the risk of
injury. Around Boulder, I see the pros that are paid
to ride wearing knee warmers even with temps
in the 60s! To protect your knees, wear knee
warmers, knickers or tights when the temperature
is below 65 degrees.

Legs

Because your legs are working and generating
heat they need less protection than your torso.
Depending on conditions you could wear knee
warmers, tights, knee warmers under the tights
or tights with a wind-proof front. Rain pants tend
to get in the way. If your legs are getting wet,

try mountaineering gaiters or spats, the English
combination of a gaiter and bootie.

Head

Layering applies here too. On your head wear
a windproof skullcap. If it’s colder or rainy,
add a helmet cover. Cyclists in very cold areas
have winter helmets with the vents covered with
reflective tape. In my seat bag I have a motel
shower cap as an emergency helmet cover a thin
polypro balaclava, which I can use as a wicking
layer and if necessary pull down over my face.

Hands

For your hands winter cycling gloves are a good
start; however, they may not be warm enough. Get
a pair of lobster shells, which have the index and
second finger together and then the ring and little
finger. These provide more protection and still
allow you to manipulate your shifting and brakes.
I carry polypro glove liners in my seat bag, which
I can wear as a wicking layer under gloves and
shells for added warmth. If I need to remove the
outer layers to get food out and unwrap it, for
example, the glove liners provide some insulation.

Feet

You can also wear layers on your feet. Start with
thicker socks. I like wool socks that come up my
calves. Loosen your shoes so that you have good
circulation in your feet.
If your feet are still cold wear booties; however,
get booties designed for winter riding, not tight
racing booties. As a cheap alternative get a pair
of large heavy wool socks, cut holes in them for
your cleats and wear them over your shoes. Or in
a pinch wear plastic bags over your socks, taped
closed at the top.

Stop and Adjust

In the summer being a little too hot or too cold
while riding is unpleasant; however, in the winter
wearing too much or too little may have serious
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12 Tips for Staying Warm During Winter Bike Rides
continued from page 13

consequences. Always carry an extra layer for
your torso as well as your head and hands. If you
start to chill, stop and add protection. If you start
to overheat, stop and adjust your layers so that
you don’t get sweaty.
If you don’t take the offseason literally and
continue to ride, you’ll have good baseline
conditioning when you start training for your
main cycling season. By riding outdoors you’ll
have more fun than grinding away on the trainer.
If you dress in layers, wear base layers that wick
away perspiration and adjust your clothing as the
conditions change, you can ride comfortably in
most conditions. Follow these tips and, like me,
you’ll enjoy riding outdoors year-round.

The Dave Twins

✂

WRCC Membership Form

Name		

Date

1. Return form & dues to:

Zip

Wabash River Cycle Club
P.O. Box 1243
Lafayette, IN 47902-1243

Address
City

State

Telephone (

)

Occupation

2. You may also pay your
dues conveniently and
securely with PayPal at
the WRCC Web site:

E-mail
Other family members joining*

*Minors (under 18 years) must be accompanied by a parent/guardian on all activities.
Type of Membership

Average Speed

❏ Renewal
❏ Same address
❏ New Member

❏ I am willing to lead rides.

❏ Student. ................... $15
❏ Individual.................$20
❏ Family....................... $25
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Cycling Type

❏ 19–21+...........................A
❏ 17–19. ............................ B
❏ 15–17............................. C
❏ 13–15............................. D
❏ 11–13. .............................E
❏ 11 & under. ......Novice

❏ Road
❏ Touring
❏ Commuting
❏ Mountain
❏ Racing

www.wrcc-in.org
Check all
that apply.

T-Shirt Size

❏ Small
❏ Medium
❏ Large
❏ XLarge
❏ XXLarge

Are you a member of Bicycle Indiana?
May we publish your name in our directory?

Yes ❏ No ❏
Yes ❏ No ❏
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